Festival of Learning Showcase

Facilitator(s): Mrs Linda Sheedy, Coordinator, Collection Maintenance and Mrs Anita Sallenbach, Coordinator, Collection Development from the Curtin Library

Strategic theme: Leading in innovative education

Subject Title: The hidden use of the Unit Outline Builder – how the Library capitalises on your information

Contact Details: Linda x7572, L.sheedy@curtin.edu.au; Anita x7665, A.Sallenbach@curtin.edu.au

Brief Description:

Learning resources are essential to staff and students. Learn how the Library is capitalising on Unit Outline information to ensure that the resources you are using are available in our electronic and physical collections. Join in a discussion on how we can collaborate to enhance the student experience with learning resources.

Benefits:

The Library has only recently gained access to Learning Resource data from the Unit Outline Builder. The benefit of this session is to increase awareness within the academic community and start a conversation about leveraging this new opportunity.

Time/Day: Monday 16 March 2015, 10:30 – 11:00am

Duration: 30 minutes

No. of Sessions: One

Venue: Library 105:225

Special Requirements: No special requirements needed